SSRIs do not cause affective blunting in healthy elderly volunteers.
This study was undertaken to evaluate the effects of selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs) on affective experience in healthy older adults. After 1 week of observation, normal elderly volunteers (age range: 65-84 years) were given placebo, paroxetine (10 mg-40 mg/day), or sertraline (50 mg-150 mg/day) for 3 weeks in a double-blind study. Paroxetine- and sertraline-treated subjects were analyzed together as the SSRI group (N=30). Volunteers were assessed weekly and recorded mood and events in a daily diary each evening. All data were analyzed with mixed-effects random-regression models. There were significant relationships between daily affect and events reported in the daily diary for the sample as a whole, with no differences between groups in mean slopes of positive or negative affect across the length of the study. There were no differences between groups in affective variability. However, the SSRI group, but not the placebo group, demonstrated a significant drug-dependent decrease in negative affect related to negative events. There were no other observed group differences on any other measure. Interpreting the results conservatively, they demonstrate that SSRIs are not associated with affective toxicity in elderly persons.